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The possible entry of new communications satellite 

ca1"'·T·i ers into inter-national markets has led to questions about 

the benefits and costs o·f these new carr-i ers to devel □ping 

countries .. These questions largely arise f1,..om Intelsat ~s 

claims that it will suffer significant financial harm from 

entry, and from the counterclaims by the applicants that their 

services will both benefit new customers and not harm Intelsat. 

Only one of the applicants, Panamsat, has designed its service 

pr-imar··ily f □t- ser-vice to developing nations,. Thus, one must ask 

whether the other entrants, which will primarily serve the U~S~ 

and t\lestern Eut-ope V-Ji 11 have any affect on, and anything to 

offer~ the developing world~ 

These issues are important to developing nationsa 

There is no question that developing nations have a 

strong interest in an international satellite system which 

provides the types of connectivity Intelsat now provides. 

l-'Jhi le one might at-gue i.'oJi th facets of the Intel sat system, it 

clearly is popular with most of the developing world. 

Thei...-e is al so no question that many of these nations are 

interested in developing domestic and regional satellite 

systems for telecommunications, broadcast networking, and 

increasingly, direct broadcast services~ Domestic satellite 

systems exist, or will soon exist, in Indonesia, India, Brazil, 

and Me~{ico, and studies for systems a1,..e going on in Pakistan, 

Turkey, China, Argentina, and the Andean group, to name a few. 

Apart from Indonesia and India, all other domestic satellite 

systems in developing nations cu-e pr-ovided using leases on 



Intelsat satellitesD 1 

The policy interests in this area are in the roles which 

might be played by Intelsati regional satellite carriers, and 

private satellite carriers in meeting the developing nations· 

ser-vi ce demands .. Thena is al so the question of whether· the 

entry of private satellite carriers, operating either in new 

markets or in competition with Intelsat, will adversely affect 

Intelsat·s ability to provide service to developing nations. 

The best point of departure is to review the issues tied to 

international telecommunications linkages~ and then move into 

the problems of regional and domestic satellite service. 

In~ernational Telecommunications Linkages 

The Intelsat system was designed to maximize global 

connectivity for telephone and other switched services. By 

using a small number of earth stations within each country 

(generally one per primary path satellite) operating through a 

small number of satellites, it is possible to provide maximum 

connectivity among all membet- nations by maximizing the number

of individual links or routes served by each satelliteu 

The Intelsat system provides wide connectivity at a price. 

Achieving wide connectivity among areas which do not have 

strong mutual communities of interest requires wide beam 

As the beam is dispersed, the EIRP diminishes, 

r·eq_ui ring larger· and more costly ground stations, □t- 1 ess 

efficient use of the space segment. In addition, the Intelsat 

sat811 i tes are based on standard designs 01,..i ented to meeting 

the- requi1.-ements of the Atlantic Ocean l'""egion .. These 



requirements are different from the other two regions and from 

the non-international services. While Intelsat has expressed 

interest in developing satellites designed for specific 

purposes and areas, it has not yet done so. 

This engineering design has not been a serious problem in 

developing the global Intelsat system. However, it does pose 

problems for regional and domestic services, which will be 

discussed below. 

The Intelsat system·s success is demonstrated by the major 

changes and improvements in international telephone service to 

developing nations since Intelsat's creation~ In the past 

long-distance telephony to developing nations was often routed 

through third countries, generally in Europe. This meant that 

neighboring countries might have to call each other through 

London, using HF radio links of poor quality. Capacity into 

these countries was limited, costs high, and of unreliable 

quality. While some cable systems have been available to 

developing nations, these have been relatively limited, and 

have been used to connect high density routes~ 

Developing nations now largely have reliable, high quality 

telecommunications links with their neighbors and major trading 

partners .. Theit- international telecommunications services have 

tended to be the most profitable part of the overall 

telecommunications activities= And, they have far greater 

control over their international communications than in the 

past .. 2 



Intelsat·s political structure was a major factor in 

promoting its penetration into most countries .. While the 

organization is dominated by the U=S:, there has been an 

attempt to emphasize the organization's non-political nature 

and its structure as a cooperatively owned, non-profit 

venture .. 3 The coope1--ati ve structure tied with the separation 

between the space segment, owned by the cooperative, and the 

ground segment, owned by each national signatory, helped ease 

many of the political obstacles which have traditionally 

occurred in organizing other regional transmission systems. 

Countries can join the Intelsat system without many of the 

political problems associated with arranging bilateral 

arrangements with neighboring or other states, or with systems 

explicitly tied to national or political interests~ such as 

Intersputni k. 

However, Intelsat·s success does not mean that it has 

satisfied all demands for service, both among the industrial 

and developing nationsH Among the i ndusti--i al states the,-e has 

been growing interest in developing new international satellite 

syst12ms .fo1- pt-□viding specialized communications, not served 

t.i.Jell by INTELSAT, and developing nations have been searching 

for more effective means of providing regional and domestic 

communications,. It is the proposed entry of new carriers 

centered in the U~S., but likely to be joined by European 

firms, which has made the debate of how international satellite 

communications should be p~ovided, more pressing .. 
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Proposed Entry into International Satellite Markets 

Since Orion's application to enter the international 

satellite market was filed with the F~C-C~ in 1983 four 

additional applications have indicated interest in the market. 

Volumes of testimony, pt- □ and con'jl have been filed in 

Congressional hearings. This pape,~ will not ct,~ell on the 

merits or substance of these applications - the papers being 

presented by Mr. Vizas and Mr. Pelton during this session will 

directly discuss the issues posed by new entrants to the 

satellite market~ 

The reason for the applications for new satellite service 

is the perception by some entrepreneurs that Intelsat is not 

economically meeting the needs of particular users. The 

calculation of potential markets is based largely on Intelsat's 

engineering economics. As the space segment has largely 

determined the engineering, the ground segments have been 

expensive relative to the ground segments usable with domestic 

satellite systems offering higher EIRPs~ L□1tJe1,_ gr-ou.nd segment 

costs can quickly overcome space segment costs for domestic 

satellite systems~ or for systems providing specialized 

services, like Customer Premises Ser-vices (CF'Si, which requir-e 

many i ne;-<pensi ve eat-th stations .. 

Also, Intelsat's optimization of its satellites for the 

Atlantic Region leads to a spacecraft design which is not as 

economical for domestic □t- t-egional ser-vices as a satellite 
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specifically designed for such services. By changing the 

engineering of the overall system specifically to meet certain 

types of services~ significant economies may be achieved in 

ove1.,....all costs. 

Whether there is demand for satellite services which is 

consti~ained by Intelsat's costs and which would be stimulated 

by a lower cost package cannot be verified prior to the service 

actually being offered. However, the history of satellite 

services in the U.S. 1 and Intelsat's own traffic history seem 

to suggest that lower costs will lead to large increases in 

customer- demand,, 

Intelsat has raised a number of objections to the 

applications for new entry, largely focusing on the potential 

for economic harm to Intelsat~ with the potential of 

significantly increasing Intelsat charges, and the possibility 

of the Intelsat system collapsing. 4 

Econ□mi c ha1.-m Ci3;n □ccLu- in two t,,.Jays - through direct 

diversion of traffic which is a significant part of Intelsat's 

switched telecommunications and video traffic, and through the 

diversion of secondary traffic Ci.em specialized traffic'j 

private lines~ and some video). While two of the five 

potential entrants might divert some of the primary traffic, 

Intelsat's attention has been largely focused on the secondary 

traffic. 

In a r-ecent study prepared at Intel sat 's request by 

Hinchman Associates, the problem of economic harm from 

this 11 sec □ndary 11 entry is directly tied to the structure of 

Intelsat's major Atlantic Ocean services~ That is'j new 



generations of satellites must be placed in the primary path to 

accomodate the rapidly growing service demands~ leaving 

Intelsat with older 1 but still usable~ satellites~ These 

satellites are used to provide domestic and specialized 

services~ and their revenue contributions help to diminish the 

overall Intelsat revenue requirement~ As Hinchman argues: 

so long as Intelsat has available residual or excess 
capacity sufficient to satisfy additional demand, the 
satisfaction of that demand by other systems Nill 
necessarily result in higher costs per unit of capacity 
actually provided and utilized by Intelsat members -
including capacity utilized for basic telephone and 
telegraph services~ 5 

Acceptance of this argument requi t-es first, that 

INTELSAT' s assumption that any of the new ca,-riers wi 11 divert 

substantial amounts of traffic from the Intelsat system be 

correct .. For e><ample, Ot-ion and Panamsat have argued that the 

traffic which th~y hope to carry is not presently carried by 

Intelsat~ and will not be carried by Intelsat in the future .. 

Orion argues that the economies of the ground segment possible 

through specialized satellites cannot be realized using 

Intelsat ~s spacecr-aft and" given the total costs of using 

Intelsat for CPS~ the service will not devel □p= 6 

Simila.rlyl Panamsat has argued that regional broadcasting 

in South America has been constrained by the high costs of the 

Intelsat occasional video leases and the cost of the ground 

segment. Panamsat anticipates that the substantially lower 

costs associated with its planned satellite, optimized for high 

powered coverage of specific South American markets, will 

stimulate the creation of a large market for regional and 
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domestic broadcast networking. 7 While Intelsat has noted on 

sevet-al occasions the importance of reducing ground segment 

costs associated with its system, it has not addressed this 

aspect of demand elasticity in its public testimony. 

If, in fact, Intelsat is not carrying the traffic proposed 

to be carried by the new entrants, but only would like to carry 

the traffic now that it has been identified, it is difficult to 

argue that serious, or any~ economic harm is probable .. This 

would hold even for the extraordinarily narrow definition of 

harm proposed in the Hinchman study. The difficulty with the 

at-gument is e}i:acerbated if static meu-ket definitions at-e 

rejected and the possibilities of overall market expansion 

taken into account .. 6 The de-finition of economic harm !tJhich the 

Hinchman study proposes has no relevence in a competitive 

market and, interestingly, was rejected by the Federal 

Communications Commission !.'\!hen raised by ATZ-;:T du.ring the early 

1970 's specif i cal 1 y because it posed an overly narr-ow and 

sta.tic viei.->J of the telecommu.nications marketplace .. 

Second, one would have to argue that the growth in 

Intelsat·s primary services will not generate sufficient 

traffic to meet the system's revenue requirements. However, 

Intelsat's own predictions of traffic growth in its primary 

switched telephone, data, and telex, as well as 

television transmission, are all projected to show substantial 

gains aver the rest of the decade. It is far more likely that 

any losses -From these figures will be from competition f1 .... om nev..i 

cable capacity in the Atlantic and Pacific~ which will directly 

challenge some current Intelsat markets, than from new carriers 
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attempting to serve markets which either do not currently exist 

or- 1,. ... Jhic:h are mar-ginal .. 

Thit-·d'i' one would have to assume that Intelsat l-1as little 

contt- □ l □vet- its current plant or f utut-e i nvestmento This is a 

difficult argument to make with satellites which are medium 

term investments. Given the ten year life of satellites, 

Intelsat has far more flexibility to modify its investment 

decisions than a firm like AT~-cT., which has far more embedded 

plant with economic lives of greater than 20 years~ Intelsat 

can move satellites, control launching dates, cancel satellite 

production, and modify satellites, all admittedly, at some 

cost., Again, this if far more flexibility than AT&T had at 

the time competition was allowed by the F.C.C during the 

1970's~ 

Fourth, one would also have to assume that Intelsat has 

virtually no control over its business practices or pricing= 

l;Jhi le Intel sat' s structure makes changes in business practices 

difficult, it does not make them impossible. In the face of 

the types D-f economic harm Intelsat has alleged •·,ill occur due 

to new entry, it is likely that its owners will agree to 

changes in practices, particularly pricing policies~ to 

maintain the firm's economic health~ 
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It is useful however, to review the possibility of 

economic harm to developing nations if Intelsat's assumptions 

about ti~affic dive,-sion are accepted. The Hinchman study 

commissioned by Intelsat projects that Intelsat's transponder 

costs t~ill increase between 8.6% and 35.6% by 1987, depending 

on the level of traffic diversion due to new entry. 9 

Tt-ansmi ssi on costs ,,..epresent 1 ess than 10% of the end to end 

costs of an intet-national communication .. 10 The vast majority of 

the costs are embedded in the ground segment. Thus, even :.-Ji th 

the worst case increase in the space segment costs, the actual 

increase in □vet-all costs for- intet-national telecommunications 

would be approximately 5%= It is also worth mentioning that in 

many countries, particularly developing nations, the 

international telephone service is used to generate large cash 

su1,....pluses .. It is well known that the rates for overseas 

telephony a1.-e ·far in e:{cess of costs, and that considet-able 

profits are genet-ated by the □vet-seas set-vice .. 

One major t-eason f □ t- this is that demand f □t- international 

communications is relatively inelastic in countries with high 

tleephone prices - the primary users are likely to be 

businesses fa,,,. t.sJhich communication is a minor part of the 

production function. Thus, raising the prices further will not 

significantly affect demand~ Reducing prices dramatically will 

stimulate demand, but this raises other problems outside of the 

interests of the immediate debate. It is unlikely that a 5% 

increase in costs would be noticed within the prevailing 

overseas rate structures and could probably be passed on to its 
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The far more troubling intimations that the overall 

Intelsat structure is threatened 11 are improbable viewed in 

light of Intelsat's own traffic projections for its primary 

services. A serious threat to Intelsat's structure would have 

to be predicated on massive diversions of traffic'i not just 

from the North Atlantic route, inability to change investment 

programs or plant utilization, inability to change pricing for 

services, and a specific decision by major signatories to allow 

the 01'-ganization 's collapse .. This combination of ·factors does 

not presently exist'i and is unlikely to exist in the forseeable 

future .. 

Given the current data available both from Intelsat and 

its competitors, it is unlikely that the entry of new satellite 

carriers will adversely affect Intelsat's service to developing 

nations in any significant way in the forseeable future. Even 

in the worst case posited by Intelsat's economists, the cost 

inct-ease f □1"" total t:=irH:i-to-end international communications will 

be modest~ Howevet-, othet- develop men ts which may pose seri ou.s 

problems for the Intelsat organization, unless it begins to 

modify its approaches to engineering and organization'i may 

at-i se within the decade by the 91·- □1.-<Jth of ne1,.._s i nternati anal 

cable systems, and the probability of new regional sat~llites 

offering transborder switched communications. 
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Regional and Dnmestic Systems~ The Seat-ch for- Connectivity 

Like the industrial nations, developing nations have been 

seeking means of promoting communications outside of the 

Intelsat system~ Both regional and domestic satellite systems 

have been the focus of intense planning .. Systems e~-{ist in 

Indonesia and India, and will soon be implemented in the Middle 

East~ Brazilj and Mexico. Other systems are being examined for 

China 7 Africa, Pakistan, Thailand'j the Andean Region of South 

America'.f and Argentina,;, to name a few., 

The development of national and regional networks can be 

problematic in the early stages due to the need to develop both 

the ground and the space segments within a short time period. 

Satellite economics are 11 lumpy 11 
- the initial investment is 

relatively high, inflexible, and in space. Its efficiencies, in 

effect 7 are achieved in 11 lumps 11 of utilization - the greater 

the utilization, the greater the efficiency. The failure to 

rapidly develop the ground segment, by far the most expensive 

par-t o-f- a satellite communications system'il or to develop a 

sufficient customer base, means that the space segment will be 

poorly utilized and costly. 

This was a familiar problem in the development of the 

U.S~, Canadian, and Indonesian domestic systems. In the 

initial years, and during subsequent periods of e:-<cess 

capacity, space segment was utilized inefficiently, with 

attendant financial penalties to the carriers. This was 

particularly a problem for the U.S. domestic satellite carriers 

prior to the emergence of the television distribution market" 
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One solution to this p,~oblem has been to utilize spar·e 

satellite capacity, when available, to develop domestic 

services. This has allowed nations to lease the amount of 

capacity required in the short-term, allowing the gradual 

construction of ground segment and development of customer 

bases. Intelsat has been able to provide domestic service due 

both to its requirement to maintain backup satellites in the 

event of the failure of one of its primary satellites, and its 

possession of functional sat el Ii tes 11;,1hi ch have been replaced by 

neitJ, lar-·ger capacity satellites .. 12 These older satellites often 

have a number of years of economic life r-emaining and can be 

profitably leased by Intelsat at a price higher than their 

sh□t-t-run marginal cost .. More recently, the Indonesians have 

made domestic leases available for its ASEAN partners on its 

spare capacity on the Palapa A-1, and will presumably make 

capacity available on the B-1 once the B-2 is placed in 

service .. 

The Interest in Domes~ic and Regional Services 

Domestic and regional satellite systems are developing 

outside of Intelsat for a number of technical, political~ and 

economic reasonsu Non-technical reasons f □t- domestic and 

1.,..,egional systems a1,..,,e for t-easons of national or regional pride, 

attempts to pt-- □mote national or r-egional cohesion., development 

of regional or domestic high technology industries, and an 

interest in having greater control over national or regional 

communications than is possible through an international 

01---gani zati on .. The validity □t- impo1,..tance of these reasons ar-e 
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not important her-e - ~vhat is i mp□t-tant is that a growing number 

of nations are using these arguments to justify system 

c □nst1--ucti on .. 

On the technical level, Intelsat's limitations make 

domestic satellites attractive investments, assuming the need 

for a nation to increase the capacity and scope of its 

telecommunications system~ Intelsat's domestic leases are 

clearly a secondary use of its satellites. These satellites 

were largely designed to meet the requirements of the Atlantic 

Ocean 1--egion .. As a result, multiple access to the satellites 

using ine~{pensive ground segments is not possible except,, at 

least at the moment, with the tolerance of substantial 

inefficiency in the use of the space segment. Other types of 

satellite communications, for example,, use of small, 

i ne~q:H:~nsi ve tel evi si on r-ecei ve-onl y eat-th stati □ns., a.re 

problematic due to the low EIRP. There are also relatively 

high ground segment casts caused by the requirement for 

circular polarization with the new Intelsat satellites. Thus, 

1 a1--ge sat el 1 i te-based domestic systems a1,...e to a 1 arge extent 

precluded by the cost of the ground segment~ Also, Intelsat's 

use of retired satellites for domestic service has been 

problematic at times due to operational problems attached to 

the aging satellite. 

For traffic among neighboring nations where multiple 

gateways may be desired, for extensive telecommunications 

development., as t-\lell as fo1,... extensive broadcasting use'i the 

highe1,... powet- available from a i--egional or domestic satellite 

with focused or high powered beams offers large savings in the 
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gt-ound segment .. Ground station intensive systems like those in 

Alaska and Indonesia are economically dependent on the high 

EIRF' possible ft-om focused beamsa E}{tensive i--ural systems, 

which must ha\,'e 'v'er-y low costs to be economically viable, would 

be very difficult to build using Intelsat's capacity. 

Intelsat has attempted to improve its service offerings 

for domestic service, and particularly for rural services, over 

the past year. Fo1,_ e}~a.mple.,, one major new tariff of·fering, the 

Vista service, was designed to meet the perceived requirement 

of developing nations for rural services requiring less than 

1
/4 transponder leases (the minimum capacity one can lease)~ 

The Vista service off e1--s rel ati vel y 1 □v-J space segment charges 

on a channel basis, and allows the use of 5 meter earth 

stations, inexpensive by Intelsat standards~ This service 

however~ remains expensive in comparison to what is achievable 

with domestic or regional satellites largely due to the cost of 

the ground segment. Recent estimates for earth stations for 

use in Australia were in excess of $200,000 for two SCPC 

channels .. A comparable station produced in small quantities 

for a domestic satellite would be less than $100,000~ Unless 

significant cost breakthroughs are achieved in earth station 

technology~ the least expensive ground segment and hence most 

efficient domestic satellite systems will be those using 

satellites with greater beam power than Intelsat now offers~ 

Intelsat could improve its domestic and regional services 

through changes in its engineering~ It has considered 

providing higher· powered beams or even satellites tailored for 

domestic put-poses without having ,,,...eached any decision~ Such a 
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decision could represent a divergence from its primary 

responsibility to provide universal telecommunications service 

and would increase the organization's levels of risk. At the 

same time, it might be able to provide domestic and regional 

services more quickly than a new regional or even domestic 

satellite □rganizationa Whether such new approaches to its 

business would be acceptable to Intelsat's members needs to be 

MPchanismc; for Creating Domestic and Regional Systems 

While there may be compelling reasons for developing 

national or regional systems, often economics and politics 

It is in these areas where the possibility of new 

entrants may be useful for· developing: nations .. 

Fo1'"" domestic systems, the most serious economic impediment 

is lack of sufficient traffic to justify a dedicated satellite 

system,, While one may project growing into a satellite, the 

e~{pansion of the gi--ound segment may be sufficiently· expensive 

to make a satellite cost ineffective for sometime. This, as 

discussed previously, is one reason for the success of 

Intelsat's domestic leasing program. Within the past two years 

Colombia, which had proceeded quite far in developing a 

domestic satellite system~ decided to withdraw largely due to 

the cost of developing a national system .. The t~J□ e:{isting 

systems in developing nations - India and Indonesia, both exist 
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as much due to national political purposes as to any economic 

motivations .. Thus, a regional ot- global system (ie. Intelsat) 

can provide a country with interim service until it has 

sufficient traffic for its own systema 

. A dedicated 1-egi onal system can provide higher po.,,ered 

beams than Intelsat, making it more attractive for intensive 

development of the telecommunications system .. Regional systems 

offer the greater liklihood of being able to develop sufficient 

traffic to economically justify the satellite. However, 

creating regional systems introduces political and 

administr-ative issues t~Jhich can rjt-eatly e;.~tend the amount of 

time necessary to organize and implement the systemm Such 

issues include resolving who will invest how much, who will 

receive t,,_ihi ch components of the system~ s operations, and so 

As the ARABSAT case sho!tJed., and as not.;.1 can be viewed in 

the intense politics surrounding the proposed African regional 

satellite~ this is not a trivial set of problems. 

Four vehicles for regional service may usefully be 

First, is the approach now being explored by the 

Andean nations through the ACETA mechanism to organize t-egional 

service by collectively leasing a group of transponders from 

Intelsat= This mechanism will minimize the initial investment 

for the participants to the ground segments and only the 

necessary space segment~ It will also allow the development of 

a technical organization which will eventually be able to 

takeover- the major- technical operations of a satel 1 i te system .. 



The Andean countries are hoping to be able to completely 

takeover the leased transponder's use so that they have fairly 

complete control over the service~ As long as they do not 

interfere with other Intelsat services, this will allow the 

countries to u.ti l i ze non-standard technologies 7 1...ii th presumed 

savings in ground segments. The long-term goal of this 

appt-□ach however, is to develop a , .... egional satellite apart ft-om 

Intelsat~ i::s 

The second mechanism is the creation of a regional 

satellite organization, like ARABSAT m- EUTELSAT, vJhich owns 

and operates its □~Jn system of sat el 1 i tes on behalf of regional 

members~ These satellites are designed to optimize beam power 

within the region. While this mechanism is appealing on paper, 

the long lead ti me ,-equir·ed for ARABSAT, the cun-ent political 

disagreements within Africa, and the mixed experience in South 

America with regional collaboration, may make this approach a 

long-te1,...m,. rather than medium-term'j! means o·f developing 

satellite services~ 

The third mechanism is the expansion of a domestic system 

into regional service. This has occurred in a limited way in 

the Western Hemisphere, with the U.S. domestic satellites being 

used for limited transmission of video services to the 

Caribbean,. and occasional use of the Canadian satellites by the 

U.S. On a larger scale'j! Indonesia has applied to Intelsat for 

permission to use the Palapa for regional service within the 
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AGEAN gr- □up"' n □ t'-J uses it for- trans-border- service., and has 

sucessfully leased sei--vice to its ASEAN partne1,..s= The Palapa B 

series is capable of providing domestic services to all of 

ASE1~N, as t.oJell as to NetrJ Guinea .. 

The limitations on this type of service ,,...elate to problems 

of regional politics= As Palapa is owned and operated by 

Indonesia, this raises some questions in the other ASEAN 

countries about the long-term risk of trusting their domestic 

communications to a country which they may eventually have 

political differences withn While ASEAN is a relatively 

cohesive group now, this is clearly a concern in at least one 

of the states .. 

A fourth mechanism is through the development of a private 

regional system, such as Panamsat is proposing. In this 

scheme, individual count1·-ies 7 ot- groups of countries'1 can 

arrange to buy or lease capacit'l from Panamsat,. As ,.,; th the 

Andean model, they can acquire the capacity needed in the 

short-term 7 while developing regional or domestic mechanisms 

for an eventual satellite. A major dif~fer-ence between the ti.-tJ□ 

is that the Panamsat satellites will be designed to provide 

si gni f icantl y higher power-ed coverctge of South Amet-i ca than the 

capacity the Andean countries may lease from Intelsat~ 

Panamsat has argued that the overall design of its system will 

allow lower space segment costs and'1 more importantly, much 

lower ground segment costs than would be possible through use 

o-f Intel sat., Also, the countries participating in the Panamsat 

program will be able to own their transponders (which can have 

important tax and regulatory benefits), presumably providing 
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greater control over transponder use, and will be better able 

to utilize customized services, given the greater EIRP~ 

While Panamsat raises the political problem of being owned 

by entrepreneurs who are seeking profits, of being separated 

from the traditional means of providing international 

telecommunications service, and having a far higher level of 

risk for the participants than Intelsat offers, it does offer 

the advantage of coming into existence relatively quickly with 

sat ell. i tes tail o.-ed fm- ve.-y specific types of se,-vi ce to South 

r~merica .. Its se1···vice offerings at-e sufficiently open that each 

participant would have control over its space segment~ It also 

presents no long-term impediments to regional or domestic 

system developments,, 

It is possible that offerings like Panamsat will be 

evolutionary businesses, changing as regional and domestic 

traffic~ politics and economics allow the development of new 

satellite systems. While this may pose some long-te.-m p.-oblems 

for Panamsat's investors, this is not a problem for the initial 

policy analysis. Unlike Intelsat, Panamsat would be 

constructed strictly with private funds, so that any loss of 

capital due to ne1,,,.1 systems t-.a.J □ul d encumber only the investors, 

not other users of the Intelsat system~ 

As matters of policy, private systems such as Panamsat 

should not raise different problems relating to economic harm 

than regional systems such as Arabsat or Eutelsat. The success 

of such systems will necessarily rest with the judgement of the 

countries in the region that such service is preferable to the 

other alternatives~ 
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Conclusionc;. 

New entry into international satellite markets is unlikely 

to Jeopardize the interests of developing nations in achieving 

global connectivity via Intelsat, or to cause significant 

increases in end-to-end costs~ While the proposed entrants 

pose significant deviations from the means satellite service 

has been provided historically, these deviations will have to 

be accepted by individual nations if these ventures are to 

succeed .. The success or failure of the ventures will rest with 

private investors .. 

Mo1·-e imp□~-tantly, at least one of the new entr-ants is 

p1,-oposing service solutions for developing nations which should 

prove more cost effective for domestic or regional services 

than Intelsat's offerings~ The diversity of services and 

di-fferent cost str-uctures ~~Jhi ch may come tht-ough new entt-y may 

help expand the international'!I regional'!I and domestic satellite 

markets in developing nations in ways similar to what has 

occu,--i--ed in the U .. S .. and Cana.da'!I and more importantly, 

Indonesia., Given the enormous requirements to develop an 

information infrastructure in the developing world, the 

possibility of ne,,4\1 ser-vice offei--~ings may have enormous 

development potential. 
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The1·-e is no t-eason to suggest that Intelsat be e~<cluded 

f1-om these ma,-kets, or that it not attempt to tai 1 or its 

offerings specifically for these markets, assuming that any new 

service offerings would not affect its primary international 

ser-vices .. However, Intelsat neither offers appropriate 

capacity to provide many of these services nor has it indicated 

Given the enormous technological changes in 

telecommunications 1,.;,1hich have made many services affordable 

given appropriate engineering and service configurations, 

individual nations, or groups of nations, should be offered the 

option of having diverse vendors of satellite services for 

their regional or domestic needs., Private vendors offer one 

approach to attempting to meet these needs. 
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Footnotes 

1. Developing countries using Intelsat domestic leases 
include Algeria, Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, 
India, Mexico, Niger, Nieria, Peru, Sudan and Zaireu 

3 .. 

4. 

5 .. 

, 
o. 

At least to the gateway station~ Many developing 
nations continue to have problems with their 
terrestrial telephone systems so that calls may have 
difficulty getting from the international gateway 
station to their final destination in the country. 

While Intelsat is technically a non-profit 
coopet-ative, it still earns its cost of capital, 
similar to regulated utilities. Given that the 
membet-s of the co□perati ve are all state owned or 
private, publically regulated utilities, it is 
likely that Intelsat rs economic motivations are 
closer to regulated telecommunications utilities 
than to non-profit charitable organizations. 

Contribution of the Director General, 1'Report to the 
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International Satellite Communications'', INTELSAT 
Document AT-8-9E Li-J/10/83, Jul,/ 29, 1983 .. 

Walter Hinchman Associates, Inc .. , ''The Economics of 
International Satellite Communications 11

, prepared 
·fm- INTELSAT, May 1984, Vol. L, p.13. 

Christophet- Vizas, uLetter fa All Parties to the 
Intel sat Agreement. or The it- Representatives at th,e 
Assembly of pa1-ti es Meeting 0

, September 30, 1983,, 

7. Interview with Frederick Landman, President, 
PANAMSAT, Novembe,- 18, 1984. 

8 .. The issue of economic harm is highly problematic 
with Intelsat as it wishes, as the monopoly 
supplier, to assume for itself the right to 
determine t'l!hat is and is not harmful .. This is 
awkward from any regulatory standpoint. It also 
apears to lead to inconsistent policy criteria, 
assuming Intelsatrs definition of harm, where 
tt-affic may be 11 lost 11 ·from domestic leases as 
domestic satellites are launched, and from regional 
carr-i age as t-egi onal sat el 1 i tes are launched, yet 
not be defined as economic harm, but be defined as 
harm if private carriers attempt to enter similar 
ma1--ket s" 

9~ see Hinchman 7 Vol .. I, p.,l.4~ 
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10= Statement of Richard R. Colin□, Director 
General ·-Designate, INTELSAT, Before the Subcommittee 
on Arms Control, Oceans, International Operations 
and Environment, Senate Foreign Relations Committee, 
October 19, 1983. 

11. see Contribution of the Director General (Richard 
Colin□), "Report to the Assembly of Parties on Mew 
Developments Concerning International Satellite 
Communications 11

, Intelsat Document AT-8-9E W/10/83, 
July 29, 1983. 

12= A discussion of the advantages of Intelsat leases 
·for development of domestic space segments may be 
found in Future Systems, Inc., 11The Use of Intelsat 
T1·-ansponders f □t- Domestic Satel 1 i te Communications, 
FSI Repor·t 102, Apt-il 1978; and Satellite Systems 
Engineering, 11 Review of the ITU Study 'Appropriate 
Modern Telecommunications Technology for Integrated 
rural Development in Africa' 11

, Final Report~ 
Prepared for Intelsat, SSE-R-82-108, March 15, 1982. 
Unfortunately, both studies fail to adequately 
e;-<amine the financial consequences o·f developing 
domestic ground segment with leased Intelsat 
transponders .. 

13. Interview with Dr .. Angel Velasquez Arbaca, Director 
of the Oficina de Asuntos Internacionales, 
ENTEL-Peru, July 1984. 
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